WASHINGTON — A federal court yesterday hearing antiwar veterans from Michigan on charges of disorderly conduct on the Capitol steps. The court ruled that no trial was necessary and dismissed the case.

The veterans, who had been protesting against the Vietnam War, were among more than 1,000 people arrested in similar demonstrations across the country yesterday.

The veterans had been denied a permit to march on the Capitol, but they still arrived and began setting up tents in the area.

The court ruled that the veterans had not demonstrated a clear and present danger to the peace and safety of the community, and that their actions were not likely to provoke a breach of the peace.

The veterans said they would continue to protest, but they acknowledged that they might be arrested again.

--END--

Sounding off

Sounding off

The Ann Arbor News

To one's surprise, the faculty — the people who control the destiny of the university — has no say in academic matters. Although the student body is the one that pays the bills, the faculty has the ultimate power over academic policies.

This is a problem. The faculty is not accountable to the students. It is a problem because the students have no voice in the decision-making process.

To make matters worse, the faculty has no say in the budget. The faculty spends the money as it sees fit, without regard for the students' needs.

The students are left with no choice but to accept the decisions made by the faculty. This is unacceptable.

We, the students, demand that the faculty be held accountable for their actions. We demand that the students have a say in the decision-making process.

--END--

Mall camping ban lifted; 108 arrested on Court steps

Sharma, a Jewish student, urged the court to declare the ban on mall camping unconstitutional.

The court ruled that the university had a right to ban camping on the mall because it was a public space.

However, the court also ruled that the university could not ban the protesters from gathering on the mall.

The protesters said they would continue to gather on the mall.

--END--

Prof points out pattern of trustee intrusions

Brian Steven

The rejection of two recommendations from the board of trustees by the Academic Senate is a clear signal that the trustees are not serious about academic freedom.

The Academic Senate, which represents the faculty, has been urging the trustees to make changes to the university's governance structure.

However, the trustees have rejected both recommendations.

The first recommendation was to create a governance council that would include representatives from all parts of the university.

The second recommendation was to establish a system of checks and balances to ensure that the trustees are making decisions in the best interests of the university.

The trustees have rejected both recommendations, saying that they are not necessary.

--END--

EDITORIAL

The Ann Arbor News

The trustees of the University of Michigan have a responsibility to ensure that the university is accountable to the students.

Recently, the trustees have been accused of making decisions that are not in the best interests of the students.

The trustees have been accused of cutting back on academic programs, increasing tuition, and reducing student services.

The trustees have also been accused of making decisions without consulting with the students.

The students have a right to be heard, and the trustees have a responsibility to listen.

We, the students, demand that the trustees be held accountable for their actions.

--END--
China protests violations

A Beijing today claimed that a U.S. military plane crossed into China's air space over the Paracel Islands in Kwantung Province on five occasions Thursday.

The New China News Agency, in a broadcast message to Tokyo, said: "and a spokesman of the Chinese Foreign Ministry has announced, in relation to the military plane that entered U.S. military plane, to issue the 494 fatal warning."
House leader denounces FBI for ‘thought control’

WASHINGTON (AP) — House Majority Leader Tip O’Neill of Massachusetts, calling again for the resignation of FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, said Thursday the FBI is moving toward thought police in the nation. It is a speech in the House in which O’Neill said much of the information that is collected by Hoover’s intelligence, Hoover said in an appearance on NBC’s “Meet the Press” that the FBI has 500 agents overseas.

O’Neill said Hoover had permitted the FBI to expand its spying practices unchecked.

“Take the case of two postwar years, he said. “We have seen the growth of the FBI system in new power over the lives and liberties of the people.”

“Some of us would protest,” O’Neill said. “We have been hurt.”

The FBI could not be reached for comment.


Just over the net

A daily occurrence during spring term.

State News photo by Richard Pohalski

RESIDENTIAL HOPEFULS

Dems call for withdrawal date

HARRISON (AP) — A House policy director Thursday called for the Democratic Party of the United States to move toward the withdrawal of its congressional candidates from the campaign trail until the House approves a withdrawal of House candidates from the campaign trail, is not a substantive issue. It is a question of whether the House should continue to support candidates who are not running.

Southwest’s drought

considered ‘disaster’

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A drought throughout the United States has killed trees, and some of the worst conditions have occurred here. Some of the worst conditions have occurred in South Carolina and Texas.

The drought has been occurring since the 1950s, and the conditions have been severe in recent years. The drought has caused water shortages, and some areas have been forced to rely on water supplies from other regions.

In some areas, the drought has caused water shortages, and some areas have been forced to rely on water supplies from other regions. The drought has caused water shortages, and some areas have been forced to rely on water supplies from other regions.

Come hear Stevie sing:

We can work it out (with music by Lennon & McCartney).

AGSMU, in cooperation with Mawson Recording Corp., presents the Stevie Wonder Show, featuring:

Charlotte Steele, Tanya Hart, The Montclairs, and Uhrum.

Monday, April 26, Main Auditorium.

All seats $2.50. Tickets on sale at Marshall’s, Campbell’s, and the Union.

Times: 7:00 & 9:45
APRIL 24, 1971

March for Peace:
'One small step for a man,
one giant leap for mankind.

No More War
Time for antiwar action

By CLODION P. IRVIN, JR.

AMBULANTE mailing list did not have to look far for someone to blame for the violence that has erupted in this country. Many people, who are convinced that this country is at war with some other country, have accused the government of planning the violence to create a false sense of fear and to keep the people in a state of war-like tension. Some have even suggested that the government is using the violence to cover up their own failures and to divert attention from their real problems.

 criminally negligent and criminal.
Abrams adds "New World" to star gazing

BY EDWARD HUTCHISON
City Editor

If you haven't been to Abrams Planetarium since its opening last Saturday, you're missing something. If you have, you're the envy of your friends, who can only wonder what's so great about it.

But there's something for everyone in the "New World." Every day there are musical performances, special movies, concerts, lectures, informal classes, and even a restaurant.

The planetarium, which has been expanded from its former quarters at the corner of East Ninth and Capitol Avenue, now occupies three floors of the old E. C. Adams building, which was formerly the home of the Lansing Telegram. The new home offers more facilities and more room for large groups.

One of the highlights of the planetarium is the "Stellarphonic" show, which is a sound-and-light presentation of the solar system. The show is accompanied by a live orchestra playing in the auditorium below.

Another feature is the "Jazz in Space," which is a musical program with a space theme. The planetarium is also planning to present a series of films on astronomy, which will be shown on the screen in the auditorium.

The planetarium is open every day, except Sunday, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is $1 for adults, 50 cents for children.

Marinekko Exhibit - Sale of Treasures in Brilliant Colors - Screened Designs in Brilliant Colors - Decorative Designs in Brilliant Colors - American Made - UNIVERSITY 100 SUN, MAY 1, 1978, 7-9 PM

The Ohio Plaza

Take a friend and help yourself to cuisine from 1000 kinds. As much as you want, any day Sunday (1 to 8 p.m.)

For Information, call 372-6500

sale!

buy two and save, on either of these Maidenform styles

Mini tutu contour bra adds just a little to the petite figure. Soft, stretch, with the latest fiberfill, it withstands the occasional round out curves under today's styles that cling. Weekly special, 2/$6.58 regularly 2/5.88

Sweet Music bra has cool, cotton cups, stretch back, and elastic framing in the cups. Comfort and breathing ease always. Weekly special, 2/$5.58 regularly 2/$4.77

Knapps

Foundations, second floor Downtown and Midtown Mall

Prof named to group to advise HEW head

Janet Wass, professor of physical education, was named to a committee that will advise the U.S. secretary of health, education and welfare (HEW) on physical education and recreation programs for the handicapped.

Wass, who is currently teaching Olympic day at MSU and is president of the National Association for the Advancement of Physical Education, was appointed to the HEW committee by Secretary John H. Chafee. Wass is also a member of the faculty at MSU and has been active in the field of physical education for many years.

The committee will meet at least once a year to discuss issues related to physical education and recreation programs for the handicapped. The committee's recommendations are expected to be presented to the HEW secretary and other government officials.
'THX'—brilliant, antiseptic, the best in sci fi since '2001'

George Lucas made his first movie—a one-minute animated feature—when he was a student at the University of Southern California, and it was a hit. He made over 30 student films.

A graphic on the film of "The Empire's Strike," one of his earliest films, with the words "THX 1138" is visible in a film. The film is almost 50 years old.

Now, at age 22, Lucas turns his personal dreams on the first science fiction film since '2001': A Space Odyssey. "THX 1138" is a film that is almost too easy to make for the director of the original film.

The world is presented in an antiseptic one, populated with eerie humans with clothes as white as the building walls and clearly seen hands as they do the carefully worked scenes. Talk, dialogue is character, as are the costumes, the setting, the scenes, and the symbols.

The day ofpteret, rooms, long corridors, in the light and and sun beamed television, Lucas creates his story. It is a simple story done with grandiose gestures and the arbitrary reality with which it diverges.

One man, named THX, discovers he has an inhuman quality, Lith. He has seen Lith becomes part of his life, and he is aware of it. The man, who is THX, is judged incapable and sent to a reeducating home. Lith is sent to a reeducation center. Lith, THS, learns of his fate. THX grows nation. Confined with other recidivists in a room in a large house that its extensions fade from man to a blue of blue, Lith decides to escape. Finding the way to the exit, THX is accompanied by a robot.

All he finds is some small tunnel, it only leads to one-bloc building and is heavily guard. It is also heavily guard. It is also very mechanical, such as a robot.

This style is perfectly right. Emotional contrapositions and the following of set patterns create the patterns and an effect. It is a variation on a variation on a variation. The two stories would have sufficed if the man to be could be right to be terrifying.

Clint Eastwood is the man in "THX 1138." Eastwood overcomes himself to be relatively nonchalant and to be funny. His role is that of a robot.

The film is a featurette, but is it? It is a film for all audiences. Eastwood is said to be one of the most interesting of Eastwood.

Astonishing students and friends will gather for an evening of American food, movie and dancing Saturday night.

More than 200 persons are expected to attend the evening's entertainment which will begin at 8 p.m. in the fragment of the Grand Prix.

EUPHORIC RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
A Great Place to Eat Together
611 South Boulevard, Evanston 60201
Tel. 312/887-2230
Free Entertainment Every Evening

THY SHOOT HORSES, DON'T THEY?

Tonye in Wilson 7:30, 9:45
Saturday in Brody 8:30 & Conrad 7:30, 9:45
$1.00 admission I.D.'s required

An RHA Presentation

'Best Picture of the Year': 'ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST':

James Garner, Eva Marie Saint, Yves Montand, Toshiro Mifune

Tonye in Brody 8:30 & Conrad 9 p.m.

$1.00 admission I.D.'s required

CAMPBELL

"The Actress's" saved musical

By KENNETH STERN
State News Reviewer

Stop the show. I want to go.

Unfortunately, I did not want to worry the potential theatre-goers of New Yorkers' after a review, to write about the film, 'The actress's'—which calls itself 'The Actress's'—but to the Goddess, 'The Actress's'—which calls itself 'The Goddess's'.

The film is a story of a woman who has won a song contest and who is now trying to make it in the movies. She is helped by a man who is a movie producer. The woman is played by Eva Marie Saint. Eva Marie Saint is said to be one of the most interesting actresses of the day.

The story is that of a woman who is a movie producer. She is helped by a man who is a movie producer. The woman is played by Eva Marie Saint. Eva Marie Saint is said to be one of the most interesting actresses of the day.

The story is that of a woman who is a movie producer. She is helped by a man who is a movie producer. The woman is played by Eva Marie Saint. Eva Marie Saint is said to be one of the most interesting actresses of the day.

The story is that of a woman who is a movie producer. She is helped by a man who is a movie producer. The woman is played by Eva Marie Saint. Eva Marie Saint is said to be one of the most interesting actresses of the day.
Motown wonder appears Monday

By DAVID RASSETE
State News Staff Writer

When someone mentions "Motown" the first thoughts are of "love songs" and the typicalみて "Ammie, Billy." But the Motown sound is more "nude white" with an influence of the popular American soul music. The music is a blend of many different styles and is often described as "soul music." The music has been influential and has had a major impact on the music industry.

The Motown sound was developed in the mid-1950s by Berry Gordy Jr. and his brother, Levi. The label was founded in Detroit and was one of the first black-owned record labels. The label's success was due to a combination of factors, including the use of electronic instruments, the use of electronic production techniques, and the use of studio musicians who were skilled at playing different instruments.

Motown records were primarily produced in Detroit and featured many of the era's most successful artists. The label's most successful artists included The Miracles, The Temptations, The Supremes, and Smokey Robinson. These artists, along with others such as Stevie Wonder, Marvin Gaye, and Michael Jackson, helped to establish Motown as one of the most successful record labels of all time.

Motown records were characterized by their use of electronic production techniques, which set them apart from the more traditional approaches used by other record labels of the time. The use of these techniques helped to create a unique sound that was both fresh and appealing to a wide audience.

Motown's success was due in part to its ability to appeal to a wide range of listeners. The label's music was popular with both black and white audiences, and it was successful in breaking down the color line that was prevalent in the music industry at the time.

Motown's success continued throughout the 1960s and 1970s, and the label's influence can still be heard in the music of many contemporary artists. The Motown sound is a enduring legacy that continues to inspire new generations of musicians and music lovers.
Extradition verdict near

By BOB ROACH
State News Staff Writer

The case of Lester Higgins, a young black fugitive fighting extradition back to the Arkansas penal system, may be decided by Gov. Milliken soon. The governor has been reviewing the case and his decision may come before the end of next week, according to his lawyer, the governor's legal adviser, who presided at the extradition hearing April 3.

At that time, Higgins, 21, and his father, a convicted murderer, were arrested at the hands of armed trustees who had traced the fugitive prematurely while Tucker Prison farm. Higgins also told of his firstdegree murder conviction at one day trial in 1959, following the designating shooting of his father when the youth was 16 years old. A report hotly debated would appear this time.

Testimony was also heard on the fugitive's self-incrimination after he fled to relatives in Michigan while on a free date from Jan., 1961, until his arrest. Higgins has been allowed to remain in Michigan and will return to the house in Detroit and found a job on his own when the school couldn't place him in the University program.

He told officials at the hearing he had turned himself in to police in Detroit the day after returning to Michigan to begin immediate extradition fight. The authorities said they couldn't hold him there without a warrant.

The fugitive had come under suspicion to those of Michigan, Higgins has been mentioned in a warrant as a bank's construction company and a house in Detroit with his mother and step-father, where he spent most of his younger years.

"It's a social problem when a WINNER," he said.

Honeymooner kept his word

LOUISVILLE (AP) - Board seat promised his future to a Senate judge who allowed him to return to Louisville after being returned to the prison term for outside his. Mr. and Mrs. Bell, married now, arrived previously at the earth house at 11:40 a.m. Monday, Vindicated, cleaned and arrested. They were turned over to the court.

"I am confident of the result in this case," he said.

"He has been able to support a competitive gambling habit.

Police BRIEFS

3 IN THE CELLAR

A STEREO CONCERT

A SUNDAY CONCERT"
Activities amendment drafted

BY FORMER STUDENT

Spring strike fines paid
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Harvard scientists detect drug, vaginal cancer link

The researchers, who did their work at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, discovered a common exposure to certain chemicals that were used in the medical practice.

The drug, known as thalidomide, is a sedative and anti-nausea medication that was widely used in the 1950s and 1960s. It was later found to cause birth defects in children exposed to it in the womb.

New York State (AP) - A synthetic estrogen drug given to seven women during pregnancy apparently has caused a rare vaginal cancer in their daughters 20 to 25 years later, Harvard scientists reported Thursday.

The scientists theorized that the drug - stilbestrol - affected the daughters' DNA and lowered the development of the vagina, which is the destined growth path.

The New England Journal of Medicine hailed the work as "an example of great scientific importance and societal world implications," and praised the courage of the women who volunteered for the entire regimen. The results, however, show that the whole nature of what drugs are safe or unsafe to give to pregnant women.

In a letter to the Harvard obstetrician-gynecologist and genetic counselor of the study, the women, mothers of the girls, learned that their cancer is like this, and with the girls now treated, has been found.

The end result, turn of the Harvard scientists, the journal concluded editorially, points to a direct relationship between the drug and the cancer, in the words of the study, as caused by German researchers and the Associated Press.

Six of the women are under one roof.

Biersted emphasized that the seven cases are not the final word, but that the study of New England's new cancer of the vagina is critical and needs further research. The study patients are now being followed in New York.

The study was based on a possible relationship between the drug and cancer, according to the Harvard cancer research group. They found that the drug may have been associated with the cancer, and that the drug may also have been linked to the cancer.

The results will be the subject of further study, but for many a cause - 2 2 0 6 4 - 2 0 6 4

NORTHSEND

NOW THRU Tues. EXCLUSIVE!

RUM WILBUR'S BOWLING "SUPER DADDY"

faced against his will to save the world of superhumans, will save and served and served and... the most beautiful girls in the world saved under him.

Midnight Madness at the Northside

War of the Zombies

Haunted Palace
Batsmen travel to U-DEMU

By JON VIGES

Sports Editor

Michigan State News

The Michigan State baseball team is in the midst of a crucial stretch of the season, with upcoming games against teams with similar records.

"We need to pick up the pace," said John Rohe, the team's captain. "We've been hitting well, but we need to translate that to the field." Rohe leads the team with a .320 batting average.

The Spartans are currently in third place in the Big Ten, just a game behind the leader. They will face their biggest challenge yet against the Ohio State Buckeyes, who are currently in second place.

"It's going to be a tough game," Rohe said. "But we're confident in our abilities. We've been playing well, and we're ready to take on the challenge."
Further evidence of his competitive nature can be seen by new runner-up to MSU. His "weightlifting" is a common theme as he never had a chance to relax. He lifted a single barbell for 15 minutes around the Frozen Mirror shop in Lansing, where he met with other members of his team. His guidance or coaching at high school had been from former MSU and now Stanford football player Leonard Fossum.

"He always had a natural ability and fear of playing golf and it's hard," Fossum said. "If he makes up his mind to be the best golfer in the Big Ten, he can be." Woulfe's introduction to the game is by his father and has been ongoing for nine years. To improve his game, he receives some instruction from a professional at his home course whenever he is. He has enjoyed a couple of high spots in his golf career. Like his final round in the annual tournament recently (the biggest lost, I've ever had)" and added that the U.S. Open was in 1969 at Oakmont, Pa.

"We have a real talent this year and the regular are all capable of winning our tournament," Woulfe said, "And Vanderklooster is really coming along. Dick Rudoff and John Breslin are developing golf and we are starting to see it".

Rick Woulfe

SUNDAY IN IM

Weightlifting meet here

The Michigan AAU Senior State Weightlifting championships and the Midwest college competition will be staged at MSU's Old 35 fieldhouse.

The meet is being sponsored by the MSU Weightlifting Club, which is at 11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. on Feb. 13. The meet is scheduled to start at 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. MSU graduate Dan Gillias who will compete at 242 pounds. After the meet, the MSU will be the nation's first collegiate team to be part of the National Weightlifting Association. For more information, contact Mike Sulkowski.

The Union Cafeterias has

SOMETHING-NEW-FOR SPRING

American & Continental

CAPPS

At last! The first Jamie Brooklet album, once difficult to get, now on Capital Records.

Grand Funk's newest and last album to date.

Stars off big with a specially priced "From the Price of Our Black"

These Capital albums are also available on tape.

DOMINO'S

966 Trowbridge
351-7100

For pick-up or free delivery to East complex, Shaw Lane, Student center, Brady dorms and married housing.

Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. weekdays, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sun.

The pizza people of MSU.

The world's finest music is available to you through the Angel and Saraphim Labels. Angel brings the newest, finest recordings of some of the greatest classics in the repertoire. Saraphim makes available the Great Recordings of the Century in unenhanced mono, plus great value on more recent gospel style recordings. Come in and see them all at Discount Records.
Duffy sees help from freshman prospects

By RICK OSSIEL
State News Sports Writer

Mike Hall, Bob Mills, Paul Raper, Mike Hard, Jeff Clark, Ron Kusmer, and the three seniors组成了今年的田径队。Duffy "Daughter"概要的览过。他将被任命为球队的队长。Duffy, 46岁, 16岁时在PGA巡回赛上的一个冠军。他希望能在下赛季为球队赢得更多。

Duffy, 46岁, 16岁时在PGA巡回赛上的一个冠军。他希望能在下赛季为球队赢得更多。

Tom Foley, team manager, said the practice will be held on Tuesday, March 17, at 4 p.m. at the track.

"It's important to get our runners back on the track and get them in shape for the upcoming season," Foley said. "We have some new faces this year and we want to make sure they're ready to go."
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